
 

Livigno Carosello 3000 Val Federia

Livigno, Plaza Placheda - Tea dal Pel - Stazione intermedia - Carosello 3000 - Cheseira da Fedaria - Parcheggio Pont de la 
Calcheira

15,563 Km 5:00 - 6:00 h 941 m 966 m



This is a classical route winding around Livigno and its territory. Its hard climb can be avoided by taking the Carosello 3000 
cableway, which works in summer time too. At the beginning of the descent the marvellous sigle trail is waiting for us, whose 
track runs on the slope downhill the length of Val Federia. Otherwise we can also choose between two alternative ways: the 
one going from the panoramic balcony of the Monte de la Resa and the other composed by the two descents towards Livigno 
along the eastern slope of the Dosso della Blesaccia. The first one follows the skilifts service dirt roads up to the Ristoro 
Costaccia and then it joins with the route n. 32 of this guidebook; the second one turns right just before the inn on the Way n. 
159, crosses Plan de la Montanela and returns to the halfway station of Carosello 3000 and then to Livigno. In any case the 
views on the valley from Carosello 3000 lift and its descents are superb.

You start from the car park in Plaza Placheda 1880 m sign Way n. 192 and immediately begin the long 
haul ahead on the dirt road, which passes past Tea del Pel 2000 m sign Way n. 157, gets to the 
halfway station of the cableway 2226 m and at the end of a switchbacked climb reaches Carosello 3000 
2737 m. You begin the downhill ride always on the dirt road n. 163. You quickly reach the diversion at 
2610 meters and take the single trail to the Cheseira da Fedaria 2210 m. From here on please read 
the description of the previous route n. 33.

Start:Livigno, Plaza Placheda Arrival:Parcheggio Pont de la Calcheira

Equipment required:

Difficulty description:

Parking Area:Parcheggio Pont de la Calcheira

Map:40 itinerari in mountain bike

Author:

TECHNICAL DATA

Length 15,563 Km Skill

Condition

Effort

Natural pavement 92%

Asphalt pavement 8%

Cobblestones 0%

Equipped trail 0%

Scree pavement 0%

Other types of pavements 0%

Duration 5:00 - 6:00 h

Uphill height difference 941 m

height difference downhill 966 m

Maximum slope uphill 26%

Maximum slope downhill 25%

Minimum and maximum quota
2723 m

1849 m

Accessibility for bikes 100%



Not available data 0%
Period Journey Giugno - 

Ottobre

PHOTO GALLERY

Panorama su Livigno, il Dosso Blesaccia e l’imbocco della Val Federia dal Crap de la Paré.



Il single trail che scende alla Cheseira da Fedaria.

Ultimi tratti di discesa in Val Federia.



La Casera di Alta Val Federia e la meritata sosta dei bikers.

This publication is for information purposes only. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and 
snow conditions before every excursion.


